The Milton Historical Society’s Civil War Living History Days gives students an immersive and memorable experience with history.
"Our strength at the Milton House is that we can provide an opportunity for guests to "experience history..." as they can truly watch the past come to life... The Milton Historical Society and Company K would not have been able to create these reenactment programs had it not been for the support of the Wisconsin Humanities Council."

- Kari Klebba, Milton Historical Society, WHC grant recipient

A LASTING IMPACT

Nearly 2,000 students attended Civil War Living History Days at Milton House in 2019. For the fifth annual event, the Milton Historical Society celebrated the 150th anniversary of African American suffrage’s passage through Congress and the 100th anniversary of women’s suffrage. Reenactments, dramatic performances and live demonstrations make this important part of American history understandable and relevant for young people living in modern times. The WHC has supported this impactful educational event for multiple years.